The analyzed examples have shown that the lexeme «one» serves as the multipurpose device of identifying of the subject singleness and its opposition to the multiplicity of objects. It also denotes the uncertainty of the object’s identifying and the impossibility of its separation from other objects. The meaning of the singleness of the objects is the basis component of the semantics of other meanings of the lexeme «one».

Thus the lexeme «one» has a great potential that is realized in the cases of the excess use of this lexeme for creating the sense context. The functioning of the lexeme «one» and its forms in typical contexts determines its connection with the category of subjectivity. With it identifying and limited meaning the lexeme «one» is desemantized. It means that it is not perceived as the independent notional word in the sentence and it serves in the sentence as the particle. This ability is realized also in its use as the substitution word that takes all the categorical and functional features of the words that are changed.
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POLITICAL METAPHORIC ALLUSION

The article is devoted to the study of political metaphorical allusions based on military terms in the English language. The sources of metaphorical allusions have been described. The semantics and functions of the metaphorical allusions in political discourse have been revealed.
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Allusion is an implicit reference to another work of literature or art, to a person or an event. It is often a kind of appeal to a reader to share some experience with the writer. Allusion may enrich the work by association and give it depth. They distinguish: a) a reference to events and people, b) reference to facts about the author himself, c) a metaphoric allusion, and d) an imitative allusion [9, p. 27].

«The literary allusion is a device for the simultaneous activation of two texts. The activation is achieved through the manipulation of a special signal: a sign (simple or complex) in a given text characterized by an additional larger «referent». This referent is always an independent text. The simultaneous activation of the two texts thus connected results in the formation of intertextual patterns whose nature cannot be predetermined... The «free» nature of the intertextual patterns is the feature by which it would be possible to distinguish between the literary allusion and other closely related text-linking devices, such as parody and pastiche» [1, p. 107–108]. In a wider context, an allusion is passing or casually short statement indicating some broader meaning. Allusions generate new meanings and intertextual patterns.

Many allusions are based on metaphors. «Until a century ago, a metaphor was just a mere figure of speech, but since the development of discourse analysis a metaphor has become more than merely incidental to the content of the arguments or findings. Scholars in political studies know the importance of metaphors in electoral and policy-related politics, coming across metaphors that are, knowingly or unknowingly, influencing our perception of politics» [3, p. 2].

Although there are different definitions and classifications of metaphors, their universal character has become common knowledge. Metaphors fill lexical gaps or characterize and deepen the understanding of the essence of existing objects. Metaphors cover various aspects of the language and appear in all its functional variants.

The form of political metaphoric allusions may be simple, consisting of one word, or complex, extending over a large part of the discourse. An allusion has certain important semantic peculiarities, in that the meaning of the word (the allusion) should be regarded as a form for the new meaning. In other words, the primary meaning of the word or phrase which is assumed to be known (i.e. the allusion) serves as a vessel into which new meaning is poured. So here there is also a kind of interplay between two meanings.

Complex metaphoric allusions cannot be understood independently of the context in which they occur, and gain sense only in course of the discourse development. Their core ideas are often taken from common sources, like war, battle, conflict which usually refer to some sort of competition, fight, or struggle.

Aggressive, offensive nature of military operations may be transferred by analogy to some politicians’ actions, which are characterized by a rigid approach to solving problems. The following lexemes within military terminology have become bases of metaphoric allusions: armor, battle, bomb, bullet, cannon, fight, fighter, parachute, shield, struggle, sword, target, troops, war, warfare, warrior, weapons and others.

In this example we find a metaphoric allusion based on the idea of a game (the competitor – the target): «|The press typically makes a mayor its target in a periodic game of pin the tail on the donkey|» (Leland T. Jones) [The New York Times, July 25, 1993]. The metaphoric allusion is to the classic children’s game, often played at birthday parties. Children draw a large image of a donkey without a tail, and mount it on a vertical surface, such as a wall. Players take turns one at a time. The blindfolded player tries to pin the donkey tail on the end of the donkey, trying to remember where the donkey was hanging. The winner is the player who manages to place the tail closest to the correct spot on the donkey (often marked with a target).

Another example demonstrates metaphorical allusion built upon the concept of cold war: «Some unreconstructed old Cold Warriors strap on their rusty armor and come over here on the floor and tell us, «Oh no, you can’t reduce this military spending» (Jim Sasser) [The Newsletter of Economists Allied for Arms Reduction, Fall 1992]. The Cold War (1947–1991) was a state of political and military tension after World War II between powers in the Western Bloc (the United States, its NATO allies and others) and powers in the Eastern Bloc (the Soviet Union and its allies in the Warsaw Pact).

Weapons are another common source of metaphorical allusions in political discourse. They convey the sense of strength, force, ability, particularly in case of crisis intensification. «|I just fell on my own sword|» (Bill Clinton) [The New York Times, July 15, 1992]. In this example the presidential candidate was reflectively reflecting on his unsuccessful nominating speech at the 1992 Democratic convention.

The following statements refer to difficulties, problems in terms of war. «|Today is the day. This is the bullet|» (Berk) [The New York Times, May 28, 1993]. «|I’m not saying that public-works investment is a silver bullet, but it is helping to reduce unemployment|» (Thomas M. Downs) [«|Finding What Works|», The New York Times, November 24, 1992].

Another much-used phrase «to bite the bullet» is a war metaphor traced to the times when wounded soldiers were given a lead bullet to bite on during surgery. Credit for the broader, figurative meaning usually goes to Rudyard Kipling who in «The Light That Failed» (1890) had one character tell another: «|Bite on the bullet, old man, and don’t let them think you’re afraid|» [7]. The phrase means «to bravely accept something unpleasant».

Political language can be used to exaggerate, manipulate, and mislead. Metaphoric allusions are often seen as a manipulative tool which intends to influence people’s thoughts and emotions or escape from facts to abstractions, which additionally point at their emotive function. Politicians tend to express themselves more metaphorically when anxiety level increases in society. One of the functions of metaphoric allusions is to assist in the explanation of complex political arguments. They tend to be used in order to reinforce a particular perspective, to reassure an ideological position, or ridicule one’s opponents.

The purpose of the following metaphorical allusion is to show the politician from the negative perspective: «|She is a loose cannon, but some might prefer her inside, firing out|» (Bill Keller) [«|Winnie Mandela Free|», The New York Times, June 6, 1993].

The allusion is to Winnie Madikizela-Mandela (born Nomzamo Winifred Zanyiwe Madikizela; 26 September 1936), a South African activist and politician who has held several government positions and headed the African National Congress Women’s League.

Here is another instance of allusion which requires a good knowledge of the political and economic situation, a variety of issues of domestic and foreign policy if it is to be completely understood: «|Here are a few examples of minefields... we will be watching our President try to walk his way through|» (A. M. Rosenthal) [«|On My Mind|», The New York Times, October 20, 1992]. The essence of the metaphoric allusion is that the President has to take some action that may have hidden dangers or difficulties.

The meaning that can be derived from the following metaphorical allusion is that active work was carried out round the clock at Mrs. Clinton’s election campaign headquarters: «|... campaign organization was a high-octane 24-hour-a-day war room|» (Thomas L. Friedman) [The New York Times, November 11, 1992]. High octane gas makes the engine of a vehicle work very well and quietly. This word used in journalism, means «exciting and full of energy». «|A war room|» is a room at a military headquarters where maps showing the current status of troops in battle are maintained; a room (as at a business headquarters) used to place the tail closest to the correct spot on the donkey (often marked with a target).
for conferences and planning that is often specially equipped (as with computers, or charts). The headquarters are characterized as a war room.

The usage of the lexeme «war» in political discourse illustrates the conceptualization of politics as aggressive activities: «This ominous turf war between the top state institutions is taking place at a time when numerous opposition groups are shuffling to gain a foothold in the run-up to general elections, due in early 2013 but likely to be held before then» (M. Ilyas Khan) [BBC News January 11, 2012]. «Turf war» is a colloquial term for «a bitter struggle for territory, power, control, or rights». It can also be described as contention for any resource between two or more parties, resulting in confrontation. The phrase may have originated in the American West, where cow herders and sheep herders fought over grazing turf.

Some metaphoric allusions contain anthroponyms and loan words as their elements: «Blackwell’s reporting of the war, from sitzkrieg to «Schwarzkrieg», is as upbeat as befits the military outcome», (Perry M. Smith, James Blackwell) [Foreign Affairs, Winter 1991/2]. The allusion is to a period at the beginning of World War II (September 1939 – May 1940) in which both sides change positions very slowly or not at all [from German, sitzen to sit + Krieg war]. H. Norman Schwarzkopf, Jr. (1934 – 2012) was a United States Army general. While serving as Commander-in-Chief, United States Central Command, he led all coalition forces in the Persian Gulf War.

In the next example the metaphoric allusion is to a long hard fight of the Muslims for their religious beliefs: «There are Russian fighters on the ground who are proud to announce their presence and to discuss their ideas of ‘holy war’» (Tim Whewell) [BBC News, December 18, 2014]. A ‘holy war’ refers to 1) a war waged for what is regarded as a holy purpose as the defense of faith – jihad in Islam, a religious struggle against evil in yourself or in society.

Most allusions are based on the assumption that there is a body of knowledge that is shared by the writer / speaker and the reader / listener and that therefore the reader / listener will understand the writer’s / speaker’s referent. Though the information conveyed beyond the surface form of the metaphoric allusion is not always accessible to the reader / listener. These allusions are made to things and facts which need commentary before they are understood. Decoding allusions requires some background knowledge. Allusions are based on the general level of experience of interlocutors. «Unlike most tricks, the allusion triumphs only when people know precisely how it is done» (Elizabeth D. Samet), [The New York Times, February 3, 2012]. Ignorance of some facts impedes communication.

Summarizing our data, we can state that politicians tend to use metaphoric allusions in their argumentation. These semantic phenomena are more than just ornaments. Metaphoric allusions as a form of indirect or figurative language serve to create the subtext, express the writer’s / speaker’s attitudes, irony, humour, in particular, characterize and symbolize some things.

Our further study aims to investigate the effects the metaphoric allusions have in the political discourse, their role in the form of rhetoric and propaganda, and the functions of military lexicon in the sphere of politics.
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СПЕЦИФІКА ФУНКЦІОНИВАННЯ ОДОРАТИВНОЇ ЛЕКСИКИ У ПОЕТИЧНІЙ ТВОРЧОСТІ ІВАНА ДРАЧА

У статті досліджено одоративну лексику як продуктивний засіб створення художньої образності в поетичній творчості Івана Драча. Особливу увагу приділено частиномовному вираженню запахових відчуттів та їх функціонуванню.
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В статті ілюстровано одоративна лексика як продуктивний засіб створення художньої образності в поетичній творчості Івана Драча. Особове вагою приділено частиномовному вираженню запахових відчуттів разних частей речі та їх функціонально-стилістичній характеристики.
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Іван Драч в своїй творчості часто використовує орієнтовані на запахи метафори та метафоричні метафори, що допомагають створити художню образність в поетичній творчості.

В статті автор зосереджуються на одоративній лексиці як продуктивному засіб створення художньої образності в поетичній творчості Івана Драча. Особливу увагу приділено частиномовному вираженню запахових відчуттів разних частей речі та їх функціонально-стилістичній характеристики.

Висновки: одоративна лексика, пряме одоративне значення, номінація запаху, об’єкт та суб’єкт одоративної складової світу.
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